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The first comprehensive flatwater paddling guide to Utah's lakes, rivers, and reservoirs. Utah is

covered with scenic waterways that offer a diversity of excursions for paddlers of all levels.

Pine-lined shores, red-rock cliffs, quiet canyons, and high-altitude lakes make this state a

year-round paddler's paradise, and this book a welcome resource for flatwater enthusiasts. Packed

with tips, gear lists, and natural history, this comprehensive handbook is a long-awaited guide to

many of Utah's little-known waters and popular destinations. Logistical details help you find exactly

the kind of excursion you seek, from easy day trips to challenging expeditions, and provide the

information you need to make the most of your paddling experience. 15 maps,30 black and white

photographs, index.
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This book is a must have for folks interested in FLATWATER kayaking in Utah. My husband and I

have done nine different paddles based on information provided by this book. We were able to

choose just the right location for the circumstance (season, amount of time we had, distance we

were willing to travel etc.) and we were well prepared each time based on the author's thorough

description of conditions, challenges, directions etc. It is disappointing to me that the overall rating of

this book is so low because folks assumed they were getting a whitewater kayaking book. A little bit

of research (easily conducted at  or just by looking at the cover and back cover of the book) would

have led these guys to choosing the right book for their needs. It is more than a little unfair to blast



the author for their mistaken choice.If you want a comprehensive and engaging book about all of the

FLATWATER wonders to explore in UT, this is the perfect book for you!

Nice book. Lots of information for this reader that hits Southern Utah every now and then but has

not paddled in Utah yet other than Lake Powell which is fantastic of course. Made my list of places

to hit and shall start soon. Can't wait.

Very well written and informative but entertaining. I am looking forward to using it more as soon as

my canoe is finished. Good info on how to outfit yourself, what to expect weather-wise, drive-wise,

and location-wise.

A great book with plenty of insider information. Using the book to plan a trip now. Only wish is that of

"real maps." His are good and his directions are better than good, but I am just the person whom

would like a larger reference point and I can easily do that with a second resource but if it was in the

book wouldn't have to. I still gave the gentleman 5 because the amount of information was worth the

price.

I have a "PaddleSki" with a sail and this is perfect for finding new places I can take my little sailboat.

It is exactly what I was looking for!! Thanks for all the work you put into putting this together. I love it!

One would think there would be lots of info on Lake Powell, since it is the main attraction in Utah for

flat water paddling.There isn't. Instead it just touches on a few reservoirs and small lakes, you can

search those out on your own easily enough.

Boring book. We ask know where the flat lakes are. Utah is such an interesting place with loads of

things to do. This book doesn't help with any of that. Sorry i bought it

I agree with the author about one thing; the description on the back cover is spot on. The front cover

is very misleading. There is not a single river description or river map in this book. "Rivers" should

have been left out of the title.
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